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CHAPTER

1

BACKGROUND
Introduction

Comprehension of text

is

a

complex process

that requires

more than just

the

understanding of the words in the individual
sentences. Successful reading occurs only when

meaningful connections are made between words
and sentences. Readers accomplish
building a representation of the text as they
encounter

appear to represent text on two
a mental model

(i.e.,

situation

levels:

The

first is

a

new words.

model of the

model) of what the text

is

this

by

Specifically, readers

text itself,

and the second

is

describing (Kintsch, 1988). These

representations are often used to help connect concepts being read
with concepts that

occurred earlier in the

text.

For the most

part, these

elements are easily integrated into the

discourse representation. The previous sentence also demonstrates the flexibility of reader's
discourse representations: In that sentence, the word "elements" refers back to the term

"concepts" used in the prior sentence. Despite using an entirely different word, the sentence

should not be

difficult to

comprehend. This

flexibility is

mostly beneficial to the reader, but

not always. In certain cases, large inconsistencies can be missed

if the incorrect

concept

is

semantically similar to the correct one.
Failures to detect inconsistencies have been attributed to a process of early checking

for a

fit

of a concept with world knowledge or with the preceding

enough, the reader

may

comprehension process

fail to

notice the inconsistency, or

(Ferreira, Bailey, &. Ferraro,

to notice inconsistencies has

may

text; if the

not notice

2002; Sanford

it

fit is

until later in the

& Garrod, 2005). Failure

been demonstrated in both inconsistencies related

knowledge and inconsistencies with

prior text.

1

good

to

world

Real world knowledge has been found
inconsistencies in a

phenomenon

Izaute, Paire-Ficout,

Shafto

"Moses

illusion" (see Bredart

& Bacon, 2004; Kamas, Reder, & Ayers,

& MacKay, 2000;

name from

called the

to influence the detection rate

Van Oostendorp

& de Mul,

the fact that most people answer "two",

when asked

animals of each kind did Moses take on the
Ark?" (Erickson
response indicates a failure to notice the

Moses who took
questioning that

the animals on the ark) even

Noah was

semantic illusion that

Noah

share

many

is

the one

who

& Mattson,

inconsistency

1991;

illusion gets

The Moses

its

"How many

1981). This

was Noah and not

(i.e., it

aware

participants are

built the ark.

& Kusbit,

the question:

in separate

illusion is a

similar features (e.g., both are important figures in the

Noah and Moses

representation for the correct character

all

when

1988;

form of

hypothesized to occur through a partial matching process: Moses and

the partial semantic information that

Not

NoahMoses

& Modolo,

1996; Reder

The Moses

1990).

of

Noah

share

(Ferreira, et

Old Testament) so

makes Moses a "good enough"

al.,

2002;

Kamas

semantically related inconsistencies go unnoticed though.

et al., 1996).

One

study that

demonstrates that inconsistencies can impact processing was done by Stewart, Pickering, and
Sturt,

2004 using brand names. Readers had no

initial difficulty

processing the brand

"Polaroid" in the sentence: "I wanted to record a song on a Polaroid.

boggled on "Polaroid"

in the sentence: "I

wanted

to serve a trifle

.

.",

but immediately

on a Polaroid.

.

.".

The

authors suggest that the similarity between an audio recording and a visual recording (the
correct use of Polaroid) allowed the reader to accept Polaroid in the

sentence; merely being a

processing. Unlike the

medium

Moses

cause processing difficulty

for recording

illusion

was good enough

initial

in the

processing of the

early stage of

however, the semantically similar inconsistency did

later in the sentence.

2

Cook (2005) found

a similar pattern of results in a study
on anaphoric inconsistencies.

In her study, a series of experiments
were preformed where an anaphor

with

its

antecedent, inconsistent but with high
semantic overlap

was

either consistent

(e.g., cello-violin)

or

inconsistent with low semantic overlap
(e.g., cello-oboe). Readers initially had
less trouble

resolving the high overlap condition
compared to the low overlap condition; that
less

time to read the sentence in the high overlap
condition compared

to the

is,

they took

low overlap

condition, but both conditions had slower
reading times than the correct condition on the

following

some

(i.e.,

spillover) sentence.

The

results

from experiments such as these have led

researchers to suggest a two stage resolution process

Garrod

& Sanford,

Sanford referred

1989; Garrod

to as

& Terras, 2000).

(e.g..

Cook

In the first stage

& Myers, 2004;

(which Garrod and

bonding) readers automatically link elements

in the text

based on low

level information. This automatic linkage can lead readers to initially
accept the

inconsistency

(e.g., if the target is

a reasonable anaphor). This

initial

acceptance

may

not

last

though: In the second resolution stage the target receives further processing, and the
additional processing

may

lead to the detection of the inconsistency as

was seen

in the

studies described above.

In

summary,

there

is

support for both a good-enough principle

inconsistency and never resolve

it

as in the

Moses

illusion)

(i.e.,

readers accept an

and a two stage process where

readers initially accept a semantically related inconsistency, but in later processing resolve

it.

My goal in the present experiment was to investigate the processing of inconsistent
information and

how

Anaphoric resolution
representation

is

it

is

relates to these

of particular

two principles

interest

in the context

of anaphor resolution.

because the simplest inference in discourse

the one between an anaphor and

3

its

antecedent (Rayner

& Pollatsek,

1989).

Anaphoric references

refer

back

to a specific

phrase) mentioned earlier in the
texts

anaphor

is to

reinstated,

(i.e.,

take place, the reader must

and then correctly

recall that

concept (usually a noun, but sometimes
a noun

the antecedent). If successful resolution
of the

first

realize that a previous concept

is

being

previous concept.

In addition, Sanford and
Garrod's (2005) granularity hypothesis holds that

.

.concepts are represented more specifically
as a result of being in focus"

seem

to follow that

more

specific representation. Therefore, a second
goal

(p. 215). It

would

concepts that are physically close together will also be
available in a
is

to investigate the effect

between antecedent and anaphor on the detection of
inconsistencies.
that the inconsistencies

Finally,

between anaphor and antecedent will be detected

at different points in time.

it

is

of distance
possible

at all distances,

but

Therefore, using eye tracking, the time course of processing will

be investigated (Rayner, 1998).

In

what follows, the

literature

on both the

effects

of semantic

inconsistencies and the effects of distance on resolving anaphors will be addressed.

Resolving Semantic Inconsistencies
Results from inconsistency studies in the discourse literature

sometimes the inconsistency

is

never noticed

2002); sometimes the inconsistency

sometimes disruption does not

is

(e.g.,

immediately detected

is satisfied

with the

& Mattson,
(e.g..

Cook

arise until after the inconsistency has

Warren, Juhasz, and Liversedge, 2004; Stewart
reader

Erickson

et al.,

initial interpretation (i.e.,

2004).

fall into

The

three groups:

1981; Ferreira et

& Myers, 2004); and

been read

first result

the inconsistency

is

(e.g.,

occurs

Rayner,

when

the

a "good enough"

approximation of the correct element). In the experiments where the inconsistency

immediately noticed, the

al.,

is

results are generally attributed to the conditions containing a strong

4

enough discrepancy

(e.g.,

extreme violation of world knowledge) that
the bonding stage

disrupted. In the third case,
the inconsistency passes an early check
for

knowledge; however
is

this initial interpretation

It

will be discussed in

Proces.sin^

has been demonstrated that readers' world
knowledge can lead them to accept

anomalous sentences
(see Ferreira et

al.,

if the

2002

elements in the sentence are closely related to plausible events

for a review).

asked to judge sentences for
bitten

by

the

Stacey, 2000).

more on

"man"

It

man bit

over

25%

plausible. This

the dog"

was suggested

their real

For example,

plausibility,

man" were judged

sentences like "The

in

an experiment where readers were

of the time sentences such as "The dog

was compared

to the findings that

were almost never deemed plausible (Ferreira

that the

more

world knowledge; and

in

&

difficuh passive construction led readers to rely

most cases when the words "dog"

"bitten" and

are placed together the knowledge of usual events leads readers to construct a

representation where the dog

is

biting the

Henderson, and Morris (1989) found
faster in the sentence,

to the sentence,

is

Each of these outcomes

detail in the following sections.

Good Enough

was

with real world

cannot be resolved (because the interpretation

incorrect) so later processing
difficulties arise.

more

fit

is

man. hi another study on naming times, Duffy,

that readers

"The boy who watched

"The boy saw

named

the sentence final

word

"cocktails"

the bartender served the cocktails",

compared

the person liked the cocktails". Although the former sentence

semantically inconsistent with what a reader would expect, readers are primed by the

bartender-cocktail relationship (Duffy et

representation of this sentence

al.).

Ferreira et

was "'good enough'

5

al.

(2002) argue that the

to provide an interpretation that satisfied

the comprehender, but not
detailed enough to distinguish

who was doing what

to

whom"(p.l2).

Good enough
Glenberg,
that

processing has also been found in tasks
using expository texts (Epstein,

& Bradley,

1984). Epstein and colleagues had
participants read expository texts

had contradictory

the overall

facts presented within the text;

theme of the

text. Participants

were asked

however,

all

to rate their

the facts were related to

confidence in

understanding the text as well as answer
comprehension questions. Participants were also
explicitly told to

be aware

that inconsistencies

might be present

in the

passages and they

should take that into consideration when answering
the follow-up questions. Despite drawing
attention to the presence of the inconsistencies,
participants

still

had

difficulty processing

them: Participants often highly rated their comprehension of
a passage while failing to detect
the inconsistencies.

Bonding Processing

Difficulty

Further studies have demonstrated processing difficulty immediately on the
inconsistency.

Cook and Myers (2004) examined

on the processing of an inconsistency.
that contained a target entity that

inappropriate

(e.g.,

a

first

was appropriate

manager playing

immediate slowdown

In their

the effect of context and world

knowledge

experiment, participants read passages

(e.g.,

a guitarist playing a song) or

a song) with the context of the passage. There

in reading times (as

measured by gaze duration) on the

was an

target word.

This suggests that strong violations of world knowledge are noticed immediately in the
stage of processing.

More

subtle violafions have

stage though.

6

been shown

first

to pass the early check-for-fit

Resolution Processing Difficulty

The study on brand names conducted by
Stewart
of the time course

in

et al.

(2004) offers an examination

which resolution occurs. As mentioned
previously, "Polaroid"

caused no processing difficulty as a
medium for recording songs, but did lead
difficulty as a

condition

medium on which to

(i.e.,

total

to processing

serve dessert: First pass reading times in the
normal usage

taking a picture) were identical to the
extended usage condition

recording) and both were faster than the
implausible usage condition

For

reading time on the other hand,

with "Polaroid" being fixated for the
in the implausible condition.

initially

all

least

(i.e.,

(i.e.,

audio

serving dessert).

three conditions were different from each other

amount of time

in the plausible condition

The end of sentence region had

the

same

and most

pattern of results:

Processing was most difficult in the implausible condition, then the
extended condition and
then the plausible condition, as demonstrated by the number of regressions out
of this region,

and the

first

pass time spent in

this region. All three conditions differed significantly

from

each other across these measures.

Another

plausibility study conducted

by Rayner

et al.

(2004) found similar

their study, participants read sentences that described an event

results, hi

where the subject performed

an action with an implement. The action in the sentence was plausible, implausible, or

anomalous
as,

in regards to the target

"John used a knife/axe

to

word. For example, participants could see a sentence such

chop the large carrots

word with "knife" being plausible and "axe" being
participants

would read

the sentence "John used a

dinner". Replicating the pattern of results found

for dinner". Carrots

would be

the target

implausible. In the anomalous condition,

pump

to inflate the large carrots for

by Stewart

et al.

(2004) and

Cook and Myers

(2004), the anomalous condition led to immediate disruption on the target word; whereas the

7

effect

of the implausible instrument did
not

arise until after the eyes

had

left

the

word

"carrots".

In the study

most

related to the current experiment,

showed evidence of a two-stage

resolution process.

Cook's (2005) research also

Cook performed

a series of 5

experiments to address the effects of
semantic similarity on anaphoric resolution. Across
these experiments, passages contained
anaphoric references that were consistent

(e.g.,

"cello"

as both the antecedent and anaphor),
inconsistent with high semantic overiap (e.g., "violin"

as the antecedent for cello) and inconsistent
with low semantic overiap

"oboe" as the

(e.g.,

antecedent for cello). She hypothesized that the
anaphor in the correct antecedent condition

would be the most

easily resolved, then the anaphor in the incorrect
high semantic overiap

condition with the anaphor in the low semantic overiap
condition being the most difficult to
resolve.

How

similar the reading times in the correct and incorrect high overiap
conditions

would be depended on whether

was good-enough and accept

the semantic similarity led participants to believe "violin"

this incorrect anaphor. If participants failed to notice the

inconsistency then the reading times should be very similar to those in the consistent
condition;

however

if participants

were aware of the inconsistency then the reading time

should look more like the reading times in the inconsistent low semantic overlap condition.

Experiments 1-4 used self-paced, whole

line reading

methodology

to

examine reading

times on the sentence containing the anaphor and the reading time on the following sentence.

Experiment 5 was an eye tracking study. Experiment

words

to

examine the

dissimilarities

large

1

used 24 passages averaging 235

3 consistency conditions. Experiment 2

between the correct and incorrect antecedents

added information about the

(e.g.,

the cello

was described

whereas the violin was described as lightweight and the oboe as having bright and

8

as

shiny keys); that

is,

sentences were added that focused
on the attributes of the cello that were

not present in the violin and oboe.
Experiment 3 added syntactic focus
condition

all

(e.g.,

There was

this beautiful violin) as a fourth
condition.

semantic information about the antecedent
that was present

distance between the antecedent and
anaphor
filler

was

also altered

in

by

m the high overiap

Experiment

Experiments

4,

1-3.

removed

The

the presence (or absence) of

information that did not involve the target
anaphor. Experiment 5 used eye tracking to

explore the time course of the reactivation
process. The paragraphs were shorter versions of
the "no

filler

information" condition used in Experiment 4

(i.e.,

there

was no

distance

manipulation).

The

first

three experiments indicated a difference in reading
time on the anaphor

sentence between the low semantic overiap and high semantic
overiap conditions, with the

low overlap condition being read more slowly than the high overiap condition. Both
conditions were slower than the correct condition. These results seem to suggest
that the

inconsistency was noticed during

initial

processing. Furthermore, the results of later

processing indicated that the sentence following the anaphor sentence showed processing
difficulties for

both inconsistent conditions. This

(2004) findings that processing

fits

in later processing.

The

difficulties

latter result is similar to

Stewart

et al.'s

occurred in equal measure for both good and poor

difference between Stewart et

al.

and Cook's (2005) results on

the reinstatement sentence could be due to the different methodologies (eye tracking vs. self-

paced reading), and

Experiment

in fact this difference did disappear

when Cook used eye

tracking in

5.

In Experiment 4, there

was no

effect

of distance on any of the target regions or

measures, so the data were analyzed collapsing across the distances. The pattern of results

9

in

this

experiment was slightly different
from the previous

condition

was no

was read more quickly than

in the previous

three.

Here, the low overlap

experiments to the point where there

difference between the high and
low overlap conditions on the reinstatement

sentence. This seems to suggest
that participants accepted oboe as
the correct antecedent

almost as often as violin (but the
incorrect conditions were

when there was no

condition)

still

slower than the correct

additional semantic information presented about
the

antecedent. In other words, without the
additional description of the antecedent, the

antecedent's specific representation seems to
be diminished to the point where the

initial

representation cannot distinguish between the two
incorrect conditions, an effect that showed

up across the other experiments.
In Experiment 5, there

was no

difference in the gaze duration data on the anaphor

between the conditions; however, processing

difficulty

was present

overlap conditions compared to the correct condition in the

anaphor region
this region,

(i.e.,

first

in

pass reading of the post

2 to 3 words after the anaphor), as well as in the second pass readings of

and the regressions out of the post anaphor region. The difference between the

two inconsistent conditions was only seen (marginally
times on the post target region. The results on

later

significant) in the

(2004).

condition

The

may

failure to find a consistency effect

on the anaphor

indicate that merely being an instrument

is

in the

was enough

stage to eliminate initial processing difficulty on the anaphor.

10

second pass reading

processing measures suggest that both

inconsistencies were problematic for later processing; the same effect

al.

both the high and low

found by Stewart

et

low overlap

in the early check-for-fit

Inconsistency

The

Summary

detection of inconsistencies
seems to depend on the strength of the
inconsistency

and the focus of the discourse
inconsistency

is

when the

is

not on

inconsistency

is

who buih the

the song in the unjustified condition) as
lies

inconsistency

ark, but rather the

illusion

Noah

its

expected role

(e.g.,

Cook and Myers (2004)

the band's

found.

is

(i.e.,

it.

On the

generally an

manager playing

Between these two

a gradient of detection that depends on a
number of factors. For example,
is

semantically related and in focus

processing difficulty

is

(e.g., cello- violin

the

are strong

animals on

immediately noticed, the inconsistency

important discourse element that violates

extremes

Moses

not detected) the semantic similarities
between Moses and

and the focus of the discourse
other hand,

that contains the mcons.stency.
In the

if the

inconsistency)

not immediate, but the inconsistency does create processing difficulty

later on.

Distance

is

another factor that should affect inconsistency resolution. The

representation of the antecedent should vary depending on the length of time before
to

it

needs

be reinstated through the resolution of the anaphor. Both the granularity hypothesis

(Sanford

& Garrod, 2005) and memory based models of discourse (see Myers & O'Brien,

1998 for a review) suggest
the antecedent should

still

anaphor should be easier

that if the distance

be

between the anaphor and antecedent

in focus (due to its high

if the

match

is

perfect but

more

words, even a highly similar (but incorrect) anaphor

enough principle)

if the

antecedent

is still

memory

availability)

difficult if the

may be

small,

and resolving the

match

is not.

In other

noticed (in contrast to the good

specifically represented.

these effects hold up across varying distances should be addressed.

11

is

The quesfion of whether

Di stance Effects

in

Anaphoric Processing

In previous research, the
effects of distance on noun phrase
anaphoric resolution have

been studied by varying the distance
between an anaphor and
have used various methodologies such

as probe

its

antecedent. These studies

naming times (O'Brien, Plewes, Albrecht,

1990), whole line reading (Cook, 2005,
Experiments 1-4; Myers, Cook,

O'Brien, 2000; O'Brien, 1987; O'Brien,
Raney, Albrecht,

(Cook, Experiment
a

main

al.,

5;

Duffy

effect for distance

1997, Experiment

O'Brien

& Myers,

1),

& Rayner,

(Myers

1990) with varying
2000; O'Brien

Some

results.

et al.,

1987), and

still

& Rayner,

O'Brien

1990, Experiments

shown

others have

it

only

studies have

shown

1990, Experiment 3; O'Brien

when

& Radvansky,

et

1997;

additional variables are

1990; O'Brien, 1987; O'Bnen, Albrecht, Hakala, Rizzella, 1995;
1

and

2;

O'Brien

et al.,

1997, Experiment

O'Brien and colleagues (1990; O'Brien, 1987, Experiments
effects

&

1997), and eye tracking

others have found no effect (Cook, 2005; Lutz

present (Duffy

et al.,

et al.,

& Rayner,

Kambe, Mason,

2).

& 2) examined the

1

of elaboration and distance on the processing of an antecedent. Participants read

passages in a line by line presentation that contained two possible antecedents. These
antecedents were both from the same category

would describe how "Mark"
parents' house and

by plane

(e.g.,

plane vs.

travels to visit his parents

to his brother's house.

"Mark's neighbor asked him how he traveled

train).

and brother:

For example, a passage

He

goes by train to his

The passage would end with

to his parents'

house" (O'Brien

the sentence:

et al, p. 248).

After reading this sentence, participants were presented with one of the antecedents to name

(e.g.,

plane or train) and their reaction time to

antecedents were located either early in the
the passages the early antecedent

name

text, or

this

almost

was elaborated and

12

antecedent was recorded. The

at the end.

Additionally, in half

in the other half the late antecedent

was

elaborated.

reinstated

The

results

from the probe reaming task indicated

more quickly than antecedents mentioned

that late antecedents

earlier. In

were

other words, distance

negatively impacted the reinstatement
of the antecedent.

A similar effect was found in another task using probe naming
1997, Experiment

1).

hi this experiment, target antecedents

times (O'Brien

were separated from

et al.,

their

anaphors by an average of 10.9 words in
the close condition, 33.5 words in the intermediate
condition and 59.7 words in the far condition.
The time to

name

the adjective modifier for the

antecedent increased as the distance between
the antecedent and the anaphor increased.

Myers
examining the

et al.

(2000; Experiment 2) also found a main effect of distance

effects

when

of typicality and distance on the resolution of an anaphor. The
passages

m this experiment contained anaphors that were reinstatements of the antecedent; however
these words were either typical
lanterns as

emergency

(e.g.,

supplies).

candles as emergency supplies) or atypical

The distance between

the anaphor and antecedent

average of 22.6 words in the near condition and 50.9 in the

with the anaphor was recorded. Participants were
the anaphor

Not

was near
all

its

(e.g.,

far.

Time

faster to read the

was an

to read the sentence

anaphor sentence when

antecedent.

evidence supports the conclusion that distance will affect antecedent retrieval

time. In the second and third experiments from their 1997 study, O'Brien and colleagues

found that when an adjective (used

to describe the antecedent)

was added

to the explicit

anaphor, creating an anaphoric noun phrase, distance effects no longer appeared.
Specifically, gaze durations

on the noun of the anaphoric noun phrase did not

significantly as a function of distance

This

is

similar to the results obtained

when

differ

additional descriptive information

was added.

by O'Brien and Myers (1987) who found
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that physical

distance did not account for a
significant proportion of the variance
in retrieval time of an

antecedent;

was a

however the number of casual connections
between

the anaphor and antecedents

significant predictor.

Lutz and Radvansky (1997, Experiment
3) also

failed to find distance effects. In their

experiment, participants read passages
that contamed a protagonist and a
specific goal. At the

end of the passage, participants were asked

respond yes/no

to

protagonist's goal. For example, in a story
about a

mother a purse
present?".

for her birthday, the question was:

The response time

to the

to a question regarding the

woman named

Betty

"Did Betty want

to

who bought

buy her

her

mom a

probe question was recorded as the dependent variable.

Distance was manipulated by inserting three additional lines
between the statement of Betty

buying the purse and the probe question

in the

"long" condition. Comparisons between the

reaction times for the long and short passages indicated no difference
in response times to the

probe question.

As

previously mentioned.

Cook

(2005, Experiment 4) studied the effects of physical

distance on the resolution of inconsistent anaphors using a whole line reading task. The
distance between the anaphor and antecedent

filler

section

(mean length of the

filler

was varied by the presence or absence of a

section

was 80.33 words). Data were recorded from

the line containing the anaphor as well as the following "spillover"

filler

presence

(i.e.,

distance)

was found on

antecedent condition interaction for either

either line. Neither

was

line.

No main

effect for

there a distance

by

line.

Additional studies have shown distance to only interact with additional variables.

Duffy and Rayner (1990) found
Experiment

1

examined the

that distance interacts

effects

of typicality
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at

with anaphor type and typicality.

2 levels of distance. Duffy and Rayner

found that when a close antecedent
was a typical category member

anaphor "profession"),

it

was

fixated for a shorter

(e.g.,

"doctor" for the

amount of time compared

antecedents in the other three conditions.
Experiment 2 compared a category

weapon) with an empty noun

when

the

to the far.

noun was a

like "object" across

two

distances.

category, readers spent less time on

However, there was no main

effect

,t

The

to the

name

(e.g.,

results indicated that

in the close condition

compared

of distance in either of the experiments.

A series of studies conducted on the effects of elaboration and reinstatement
accessibility

of antecedents also found only an interaction
(O'Brien,

al, 1990). Their findings indicated that
distance (defined
either early or late in the text) only mattered

when an

by

et al.,

on the

1995; O'Brien,

et

the placement of an antecedent

eariy antecedent

was not

elaborated.

Specifically, verification times of the eariy antecedent
were slower only if the antecedent

was

not elaborated.
Currently, two models of discourse processing (see Clifton

review) and one hypothesis (Sanford
across distance experiments.

& Duffy, 2001

& Garrod, 2005) offer reasons for the disparate results

Memory based models

(see

Myers

& O'Brien,

centered on the premise that "reactivation of relevant background traces

through a fast-acting passive resonance process in which information

working memory] sends a
Albrecht,

& Halleran,

signal to all of long term

1998,

for a

p. 1201). In

memory

is

1998) are

accomplished

in active

memory

[i.e.,

in parallel" (O'Brien, Rizzella,

other words, reactivation occurs automatically

when

there are sufficient cues (e.g., contextual and argument overlap) to link the present

information with information that had been read previously. Specifically, the memory-based

model suggests "distance
elaborated or

when

to

an antecedent. .should have less effect when the target

the focal sentence has

.

more concepts and propositions
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in

is

more

common with

the sentence containing the
targeted information" (Myers

example, distance effects

may be

found

& O'Brien,

1998, p. 151). For

m pronominal anaphoric studies due to the low

overlap between anaphor and
antecedent: The low overlap causes
retrieval to be more
difficult

m the far condition. However, distance effects are not generally

found when explicit

anaphors are the targets of interest
because the high overlap.
Constructionist models
reactivation occurs in a

(e.g.,

Graesser, Singer,

& Trabasso,

more top-down manner: Readers focus on

1994) hold that

the causal relationships

linking elements in the text. These inferred
causal links are used to reactivate earlier

concepts. Constructionist beliefs suggest that
even

when

"distance" effects are found,

probably due to a situation change, rather than physical
distance affecting

it is

retrieval.

Therefore, while memory-based models suggest distance
effects will vary depending on the
strength of the signal between an anaphor and

its

antecedent, the constructionist belief

suggests that "distance" effects are a proxy for changes in the situation model.
The current

experiment does not distinguish between these two models; however subsequent research
will

be designed

to

do

so. hi

any event, from both model perspectives

interact with other variables that

Still

may affect the

we

expect distance to

quality of the textual representation.

another view that supports the expectation of an interaction of distance with

variables that affect the quality of representation

is

the granularity hypothesis (Sanford

&

Garrod, 2005). The granularity hypothesis suggests that elements that are more in focus

should have a finer semantic representation

to

(i.e.,

a finer "grain" of representation) compared

elements that are not in focus. The granularity hypothesis does not directly address

distance effects, but

it

would seem a plausible extension

that closer elements

would be more

in focus than further elements (all else being equal).Therefore, the studies that failed to find
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distance effects

may have been

studying antecedents that had similar
granularities of

representation, while the studies that
found distance effects were not. In any event, from
both

perspectives, as well as that from the
granularity hypothesis,

with other variables that

may

affect the quality

Given the assumption
representation

(e.g.,

Sanford

that detection

we

of the textual representation.

of inconsistencies

& Garrod, 2005),

expect distance to interact

it is

is

affected

surprising that

by

the quality of

Cook (2005)

failed to

detect an interaction with distance and
consistency, hi view of this, the present experiment

provides a further examination of distance effects
used.

However, eye tracking

more

sensitive

will

in a similar

be used (rather than

paradigm

full-line

to the

one Cook

reading times) to obtain a

measure of processing and the time course of this processing.

The Current Experiment

The
similarity

current experiment

was designed

on both the resolution and

to further study the effects

the time course of the resolution

of semantic

on inconsistent

anaphors across varying distances. Although Cook conducted a similar experiment (2005;

Experiment

4), the present

methodology and design differed

in several important

ways.

First,

eye-tracking methodology was used (instead of a line-by-line reading task). Second, there

were

3 distances (close, intermediate,

and

far) in the

present study. Lastly, only the consistent

and high overlap conditions from Cook's study were used
changes not only extend Cook's findings

in the present experiment'.

to address the effect

These

of semantic similarity across

different distances of discourse, the changes also offer a clearer understanding of the time

course of inconsistent anaphoric resolution. The specifics of these changes and their
implications are discussed below.
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Eve Tracking Methodnlnpy

The majority of the

studies

on anaphoric resolution use line-by-hne presentation

techniques to study processing (see Duffy

Experiment
time

it

5, for exceptions). In these

& Rayner,

1990, O'Brien et

al.,

1997, Cook, 2005,

experiments the dependent measure

is

the

amount of

takes to read an entire line of text. While
this technique can indicate differences in the

time course of resolving anaphors (by finding
reading time differences on the target
the spillover),

it is

line

and

a gross measure and cannot specify precisely where the
effects are found.

Additionally, because line-by-line reading times are
based on at least several words
smaller, but important effects

may be washed

reading tasks. Eye

data have less variability than

movement

at

once,

out in the variability associated with whole line

is

seen in whole line tasks

because data from the specific target of interest can be collected. Furthermore, eye-tracking
experiments offer a more naturalistic setting

to study discourse effects:

regress back to previous information, an option that

is

The reader may

not possible in line-by-line

presentation tasks (Rayner, 1998). For these reasons, the present study used eye

data to examine the discourse manipulations. This eye
specific localization of effects than

ability to

examine the

would be

movement

available in a

effects through the analysis

freely

whole

movement

data allowed for a more

line reading tasks

and the

of regressive eye movements.

Three Levels of Distance
In

Cook's (2005) study there were only 2

distances,

to implicitly twice before the anaphoric sentence.

where the anaphor could be

at

The present study had

three distances,

a close (10-15 words), intermediate (50-55 words), or far

(120-125 words) distance from

were approximately equal

and the antecedent was referred

its

antecedent. In terms of explicit mention. Cook's distances

to the intermediate

and
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far conditions in the current study.

However,

implicit mention of an antecedent
can initiate reactivation, and using the last

implicit mention.

Cook's distances are more closely aligned
with the close and intermediate

distances of this experiment.

To explore

the resolution difficulties that occur across
greater

distances than had previously been
studied, the current passages contained no
implicit

references and a far distance.
antecedents,

it

By increasing the distance between the

allowed for a further

test

of how focus

may

anaphors and

affect the resolution

of

inconsistencies.

Goals

There were four goals of the current study. The

first

was

stage processing principles on inconsistent anaphoric resolution.

to test the

The second was

investigate the effect of distance on the detection of inconsistencies.

the time course of processing the inconsistency.

information to create a

test

The

final goal

good-enough/ two

was

The

third

to

was

to study

to use the resulting

of the constructionist view of distance for a future study.

Predictions

If the

we would
however
effect

good enough

expect no

initial

if readers are

of consistency

principle generalizes to inconsistent (but highly similar) anaphors,

processing difficulty on the anaphor for the inconsistent anaphors;

showing 2 stage processing, second pass measures should show an

if the representation is not

"good enough". Additionally,

in

accordance

with previous research on semantically similar inconsistencies, an inconsistency effect
also be seen in

would

first

result in a

measures from

may

pass reading times in the region following the anaphor. These outcomes

main

effect

of consistency in rereading times on the anaphor and

later regions in the sentence.
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in reading

The

more

granularity hypothesis suggests
that concepts that are in focus
are represented in

This stronger representation
suggests an interaction of distance and
consistency,

detail.

with a possible main effect of distance
as well.
specific representation,

would lead

to

First, if the

close antecedent has a

more

should be easier to notice the inconsistency
in this condition. This

it

an interaction where the close inconsistent
condition had longer reading times

than the close consistent condition. This
effect should get smaller as the anaphor and

antecedent

occur

move

further

away from each

if participants failed to notice the

close and intermediate distance; that

is

other. Additionally, a

mismatch

main

effect

of distance might

in the far condition, but noticed

them

in the

the far condition should be read faster than the

intermediate and close conditions. However, the main effect
of distance

is

not necessary to

obtain the hypothesized interaction. If the reading times in
the consistent condition increase
at

same

the

main

rate as the readings in the inconsistent condition decrease, there

effect.

Duffy

Although Cook (2005) did not

& Rayner,

1990; O'Brien

et al.,

would be no

find an effect of distance, previous research (e.g.,

1990) does suggest that there might be a difference.

Lastly the time course of the inconsistency effects should follow a distinct pattern.

Most

research, as noted above, suggests that the resolution difficulty of semantically similar

(but inconsistent) elements

2005, Experiment

at

5;

comes

O'Brien,

et al.,

what point the inconsistency

inconsistency and distance so

processing

later in

processing

1998; Stewart

how and where
Therefore

1

& O'Brien,

1993; Cook,

2004); however distance

may

affect

no eye tracking studies done on

distance might affect the time course of

hypothesize that the effect of the inconsistency

alone should be found later in the sentence, but

change across the three

et al.,

Albrect

resolved. There have been

is

is difficult to predict.

(e.g.,

I

levels of distance.
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do not propose how the time course

will

CHAPTER 2
EXPERIMENT
Method
Participants

Twenty-four students

at the

University of Massachusetts participated in this

experiment. All participants were native
speakers of American English and had either normal
or soft-contact corrected vision.

Apparatus
Participants

were seated 75

cm

from a NEC MultiSync FP

1

37 color monitor where

11- line paragraphs were presented in their entirety for the
participants to read.
distance, 2.6 character spaces equal 1° of visual angle.

From

this

Eye movements were recorded with

an Eyelink2 eye tracking system. This system samples the eyes' position every 4
milliseconds. Data were recorded from both eyes; however only the data from the right
eye

were used

for the data analysis.

StimuH

The

stimuli

were adapted from those used by Cook (2005, Experiment

5).

The

paragraphs were lengthened and a "close" inconsistent condition was added. All the
inconsistent anaphors were from the high-overlap condition. Additionally, 12

paragraphs were written. The present experiment thus had 6

of 11
set

lines

with a

maximum

of 81 characters per

of paragraphs contained a

target

inconsistent to the antecedent.

that the

mean

The

word

(i.e.,

line (see

sets

more

of 36 paragraphs, comprised

Appendix

for a

sample

set).

Each

an anaphor) that was either consistent or

inconsistent and consistent target

words were balanced so

Francis and Kucera (1982) frequency ratings (Min=40.81, Mc=44.53) and
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mean

word

length (M.=5.78, Me=5.61)
were approximately equal. Additionally,
the target words

were located
line)

either in the beginning (2"^
or

3'^'

of the passage. The paragraphs within
a

contammg the

anaphor, and differed in

line),

set

middle

(5<'^

or

6''^

were the same except

total length

line),

or at the end (10'^

for the

Imes

by no more than two characters

(including spaces). Furthermore, the
words following the anaphor were the same within the
items. For example, in the passage

shown

in the

condition the phrase "the cello from the
music.
as the target

word and from

and spillover) are

of that

no

line

." is

embedded

wrap-up

all

located on the

effects

same

would occur.

line,

Lastly,

had a simple yes/no comprehension question following them

were reading

in

every sentence with cello

the music being the spillover region. Additionally
these regions

(pre-target, target,

line so that

.

Appendix, regardless of the distance

and roughly

25%

in the

middle

of the paragraph

sets

to verify that the participants

for accuracy.

Design and Procedure
This experiment had a 2 (anaphor: consistent

vs. inconsistent)

X 3 (distance:

close vs.

intermediate vs. far) repeated measures design. Participants were asked to read a brief
description of the study and sign an informed consent form.
participants

tracker

were asked

to sit in a chair

was positioned on

their heads.

Once

the form

was

signed,

and face a computer monitor while the Eyelink2

The

participants

were then asked

to place their chin in

a chin-rest to minimize head movements, while the tracker was calibrated. Participants were

then told that the experiment was about to begin and they should read the paragraphs

normal pace, but

that a simple yes/no

comprehension question would be asked

after

at

a

some of

the paragraphs. Participants then read two practice paragraphs on the monitor. Following

these practice

trials,

the

first

experimental paragraph was displayed on the monitor. The
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assignment of the 36 experimental
paragraphs

to the six conditions

across participants, and the order
of presentation was random.

was counter-balanced

Once

the experiment

was

complete, the participants were
debriefed.

Results
Trials

were excluded from

the analysis if the eye tracker lost track of
the readers'

eyes within the antecedent or anaphor target
regions. Data which were 2.5

average participants'

mean were

also

SD

removed. All participants had a minimum of five data

points per condition. Additionally, due to vertical
resolution precision errors,
fixations

when

it

had

was

to

be

clear

shifted. Generally this

where the reader was

were designed with
middle of the

line.

this issue in

Less than

Altogether, less than

than

only occurred

at the

actually fixating.

mind and

all

The

areas of

current experimental passages

were placed

1% of the passages needed correcting in the

2% of the data were removed

some

beginning and end of lines and

target areas in this study

for technical

in the

target area.

problems or blinks and

less

2% were removed as outliers.
There were four primary regions of the

first

above the

was

the anaphor itself

the spillover region).

The

The second was

third

was

text that

the 1-2

was run on

to this study.

word region following

The

the anaphor

(i.e.,

the region from the spillover to the end of the sentence

containing the target anaphor (end of sentence or
the antecedent were recorded.

were of interest

"EOS"

A 2 (consistency) X 3

the data for each region.
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region). Finally, rereading times

(distance) repeated measures

on

ANOVA

Dependent Measures
Four measures were obtained
and the

EOS

Gaze

region:

for reading times

on the anaphor, the spillover region

duration, go past reading time, total
reading time and regressions

out of these regions. For reading
times on the antecedent, gaze duration,
second pass reading
time, total reading time and
regressions into the antecedent were recorded.

Gaze Duration Gaze
.

before the eyes

first

duration

is

the

leave the region. This

sum of all

first

the forward fixations in a region

pass measure

is

used to indicate

initial

processing. Increased gaze duration times
suggest processing difficulty.

GoPast. Go past records the sum of all the
entered the region until the time the eyes

first

fixations that occur

leave that region in a forward direction. In

other words, if a participant read the anaphor and immediately

go past records the time spent rereading

earlier text,

forward direction.

Go past

condition leads to more

is

until the

left this

region to reread

eyes go past the anaphor in a

a later measure of processing that

initial

once the eyes have

is

useful in determining if one

rereading times. For example, if participants were confused

immediately upon reading the inconsistent anaphor, longer go past times would be seen
the anaphor region;

be no

effect

if the

processing difficuhy did not occur until

later, there

would

on go past reading measures of the anaphor.

Second
refixations

however

in

Pass.

Second pass reading time

on the region

is

that occur after the eyes

a rereading

measure

that

sums

all

of the

have already fixated the region before.

Unlike go past measures, the second pass fixation data takes

into account all additional

readings, regardless of when they occurred. In other words, second pass reading

is

equal to

the total reading time, less time spent on gaze duration. Second pass reading time data are
also generally associated with less variability than total time spent reading a region.
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iMalTime.

when

Total time

is

the

sum of all

the fixations

on the region, regardless of

or where those fixations originated.
Large amounts of time spent reading a region
are

another indication of processing
difficulty.

Regressions Out. This measure records
the percentage of all

contained

trials that

regressions out of one region to a
different (unspecified) region. Longer
regressive saccades
are thought to occur

For example,

when readers

are having difficulty processing the text
(Rayner, 1998).

if participants in the current

inconsistent anaphor,

more

regressions

study were having difficulty processing the

would be expected

after reading the

readers attempted to resolve this inconsistency
by rereading the

Regressions

In.

anaphor as

text.

This measure recorded the percentage of all

trials that

contained

regressions from a different region to the antecedent. If
participants were attempting to

resolve the inconsistency by rereading the antecedent, more regressions
into the antecedent

would be seen

in this condition.

Anaphor Region
Table

1

presents the participant

means

for the various

measures of processing

in the

anaphor region.

Gaze Duration.

In contrast to

Cook's (2005)

durations on the anaphors in the inconsistent

(M=224ms)

(M=237ms) compared

conditions, Fi(l, 23)=5.39, p=.03.

33)=2.84, p=.10.

No

The

significant effects of distance

p>.2 or by items F2(2, 66)=1.94, p=.15. There

The consistency

results, participants did

is

to the consistent

were marginal by items

were found by participants

some evidence

effect is larger in the intermediate
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results

have longer gaze

and

that the

two

F2(l,

Fi(2, 46)=1.47,

factors interact:

far distances than at the close

,

condition.

However

P-.IO, and not

Go

this trend

by

at all

participants F,(2,

Past Measures..

The same

times. Consistent anaphors

(M=295ms). This

was only marginally signiHcant by items

effect

46)= 1.03, p>.2.

effect

of consistency was found on go past reading

(M=259ms) had

was

¥2(2, 66)=2.41

shorter fixation times than inconsistent
anaphors

significant both

by

participants, F,(l, 23)=9.01,

p=

01 and by

Items F2(l,35)=8.39, p=.01. There
were no significant effects of distance, F,(2, 46)=1.63,

p>.20, F2(2, 70)=1.58, p<.20 or interactions, F,(2,
46)=1.98, p=.15, F2(2, 68)=1.871, p= 16.
Total Time. For total time reading measures,
there was a main effect of consistency
that

p=.l

was
1.

significant

by

participants F,(l, 23)=7.02, p=.01, but not

Again, consistent anaphors (M=273ms) were fixated
for

anaphors (M=306ms). There was also a trend

by items,

less

in the distance data

F2(l, 35)=2.67,

time than inconsistent

towards shorter reading

times in the intermediate distance (M=312ms) compared to the
close distance (M=270ms)
but not the far (M=287ms). This trend was marginal by participants,
Fi(2, 46)=2.51, p=.09,
but not by items F2(2, 68)=2.21, p=.12. There were no significant interactions by participants

or items (Fs<l).

Regressions Out. There were no significant effects of consistency or distance on
regressions out of the anaphor

Anaphor Summary.
similar inconsistencies

1994; Stewart

indicated

by

et al.,

(all

Fs<l).

In contrast to previous

(e.g.,

Cook, 2005, Experiment

2004) there appeared

significant gaze duration and

was primarily driven by

eye tracking studies on semantically

to

be

initial

go past

5;

Garrod, Freudenthal,

& Boyle,

processing difficulty on the anaphor as

effects.

However, the consistency

effect

increased reading times on the inconsistent anaphor at the

intermediate and far distances (there was a marginal interaction). The difference between the
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two consistency conditions
1

Ims

go

for

Spillover

at

the close distance

for

gaze duration and

past.

Reg ion

Table 2 presents the means
region. There

were few

spillover region

was

(M=389ms), by both

vanous measures of processing

for the

significant effects in this region.

interactions or effects of distance

total

was minimal: 2ms

(all

in the spillover

There were no significant

Fs<l). For go past reading measures, the consistent

fixated for less time

(M-357ms) than

the inconsistent region

participants Fl(l, 23)=4.48, p=.04 and items, F2(l,
35)=9.64, p<.01. In

reading time, there was a significant main effect
of consistency such that the spillover

regions in the consistent condition
inconsistent condition

(M=369ms) were

(M-421ms). This was

not by participants, Fi(l 23)^2.70, p=. 1
,

regressions out.

By items,

1

.

fixated for less time than in the

significant

by items

F2(l, 35)-9.29, p<.01 but

Consistency only had a marginal effect on

the consistent condition (13%) had marginally fewer regressions

out than the inconsistent condition (16%), F2(l, 35)=3.19, p=.08.
Spillover

Summarv. The

effects in the spillover region are similar to those in the

anaphor region but not as strong. There was no significant

go past and

The main
anaphor

total

effect

on gaze duration; however

time measures indicated processing difficulty in the inconsistent condition.

difference in the results from the spillover region compared to the results on the

is

that the regressions out

of the spillover region trended towards more regressions

in

the inconsistent condition compared to the consistent condition (regressions out of the

anaphor region did not approach significance). This suggests

more

that participants are

trouble resolving the inconsistent anaphor and are attempting to resolve

not just by spending more time in the region as they did on the anaphor.
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it

having

by rereading,

.

End of Sentence Rem nn
Table 3 presents the means for
the various measures of processing

end of

in the

sentence (EOS) region.
^'^^^

'^^^ "^^in effect

of consistency was significant by items,
F2(l, 35)=4.76,

p=.036, but not by participants, F^l,
23h2.16, p=.16. There was a main effect of distance

with the

far condition

(M=l 101ms) and

(M-842ms) being

close conditions

F,(2, 46)=27.37, p<.001, and

by

by

significantly faster than the intermediate

(M=1334ms) and

it

was

significant both

items, F2(2, 70)=40.68, p<.001. There

by participants

were no

interactions

participants or items (Fs <1).

Go
condition

Past Measures. There were significantly shorter
go past times in the consistent

(M=1331ms) than

the inconsistent condition

F2(l, 35)=19.54, p<.001. Additionally, there

participants F,(2, 46)=32.12, p<.001, and

distance

was (M=l 698ms)

(M=1418ms) and

was a main

by items

effect

Fi(l, 23)-6.24, p=.02,

of distance both by

F2(2, 70)=8.70, p<.001.

The

close

significantly slower than both the intermediate distance

far distance

the far distance. There

(M=1465ms),

(M=1079ms). The intermediate distance was

was no

interaction

by participants

also slower than

or items, Fs<l

Total Time. Again, their was a main effect of consistency both by participants, Fi(l,

23)=5.05, p=.04, and items F2(l, 35)=17.66, p<.01 with the consistent condition being faster

(M=l 379ms) than the
distance that

was

inconsistent condition

significant both

(M=l 550ms) There was
.

by participants

also a

Fi(2, 46)=25.61, p<.01 and

main
by

effect

of

items, F2(2,

70)=6.93, p<.01. The close condition (M=1794ms) was significantly slower than both the
intermediate

(M=l 466ms) and

far

(M=l 135ms)
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conditions.

The intermediate condition was

also slower than the far condition.
There were no sigmf,cant interactions by
participants or

by items

(Fs<2).

Regressions Out Examining regressions
out of the end of sentence region, there were
,

more

regressions out of the mconsistent
condition (17%) compared to the consistent

condition (12%). This effect was significant
by items F^d, 35)=7.46, p=.01, and marginal by
participants F,(l, 23)=3.40, p=^.08. There

was no

effect

of distance, F,(2, 46)^1.21, p=.30,

F2(2, 70)-1.159, p=.32, or any interactions,
F,(2, 46)=1.27, p=.29, F2<1.

EOS

Region Summary The data from the

research on inconsistencies: Despite

some

initial

EOS

region replicates the previous

processing difficulty on the anaphor, the

effect lingered until at least the end of the sentence.
Specifically, the results fi-om this region

replicate the findings of the similar condition in Stewart
et al.'s study (2004) in regards to

both go past reading times, and regressions out of this region. The

total

time results are also

consistent with the results from Cook's (2005) whole line reading experiments.

The

distance results are not as easy to interpret.

far condition:

region.

It

all

clear that readers are faster in the

measures except regressions out of the

could be argued that the participants were not noticing the inconsistency

distance, but

distance;

This effect was significant for

It is

were

at the other

however the

two

EOS

at the far

distances, leading to faster overall reading times at the far

effect of distance

is

also significant

used. In other words, participants are reading

when only the

more quickly

consistent data

is

as the passage progresses,

regardless of any inconsistencies. Although varying the distance of the anaphor seems to be

problematic, the results firom the antecedent can offer insight into the affects of distance on

processing the inconsistency.
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Antecedent Region
Table 4 presents the means for the
various measures of processing on the antecedent.

For

pass reading measures only gaze
duration (and not go past) will be presented in

first

table as there

is

no reason

first

this

pass measures of antecedent reading should vary
by condition;

however, both are reported below.
First Pass

Reading Measures. There were no

significant effects of consistency,

distance or any interactions by participants
or by items on gaze duration or go past reading

times (allF's<l).

Second Pass Reading Times. Consistent

(M=32ms)

were

More time was

(M=354ms) compared

by

items, F2(l, 35)=10.72, p=.002.

No

other

by

by participants (Fi<l)
by items

spent reading the antecedent in the inconsistent condition

to the consistent

Fi(l, 23)=17.49, p<.001, and

significant

significantly shorter

significant (all Fs<2).

Total Time.

distance

were

than the fixations in the inconsistent condition (M=76ms).This was true
both by

participants, F,(l, 23)=15.32, p=.001, and

effects

fixation times

(M=283). This was significant both by participants

items, F2(l, 35)=18.28, p<.001. There

or items, (F2<2). However, there

F2(2, 70)=3.02, p=.05, and marginal

was no main

was an

by participants

effect

interaction that

of

was

Fi(2, 46)=2.62,

p=.08. Planned comparisons demonstrated that the difference between the close consistent

and close inconsistent antecedents was

As was

significant, ti(23)=4.22, p<.001, t2(35)=4.62, p<.001.

the difference between the intermediate consistent and inconsistent conditions by

items, t2(35)=2.54, p=.02, but not

by participants, ti(23)=1.49, p=.15. The difference between

the consistency conditions in the far distance

was marginal both by

p=.07, and items, t2(35)=1.91, p=.06.
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participants ti(23)=1.93,

^^^SI^^^msM^^
was

Examining regressions

into the antecedent, there

a significant effect of
consistency by both participants and
items, with consistent having

fewer regressions (12%) than the
inconsistent condition (19%), F,(l,
23)^6.98, p=.02, F2(l,
35)=6.80, p=.01.

No

other significant effects were present

(all

Fs<l).

Antecedent Summary Further evidence
from rereading measures on the antecedent
has shown strong consistency effects
both on second pass reading and

total

time and

regressions into the antecedent. Total reading
time on the antecedent resulted in the only
reliable interaction found in the data.

The consistency comparisons across

the three distance

indicated that participants had the most trouble
in the close condition. There

processing difficulty

at the

consistent with views

also

some

intermediate and far distances but the pattern suggest that the

inconsistency was noticed less often
is

was

(e.g.,

when

the anaphor

was

the granularity hypothesis,

further

from the antecedent. This

memory based models)

that suggest

textual representations will diminish with increasing distance.

Regressio ns from anaphor region to antecedent region. Although the regression data
indicate that readers

left

the

EOS

region in the inconsistent

more

condition, and that they regressed into the antecedent region

condition, a saccade matrix

was created

to indicate the

often than in the consistent

more

often in the inconsistent

number of regressions

that

went

ft-om

the anaphor region (this region included the anaphor to the end of the sentence) to the

antecedent. However, because readers are not always perfectly accurate in their regressions,

or

may have wanted

the antecedent

it.

was expanded

When regressions

was a main

to reread a portion

effect

from

of the sentence before the antecedent, the area around

to include 3-4

this

words before the antecedent and 1-2 words

after

anaphor region to the antecedent region were analyzed there

of consistency, a main

effect

of distance and an
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interaction.

As can be
compared

seen in Figure

1,

there

were more regressions

to the consistent condition
(.06). This effect

F,(l, 23)=5.28, p=.03, and

by

was

in the inconsistent (.21)

significant both

by

participants,

items, F2(l, 35)=8.63, p=.01. Distance
also affected the

regressions between the anaphor
and antecedent:

The

close condition (.21) had

more

regressions than both the intermediate
(.06) and the far (.13) conditions. However, this
pattern

was only trending towards

significant, F,(2, 46)=2.29, p=.l

There was also an interaction between distance
and consistency
participants F,(2, 46)=3.17, p=.05, and
marginal

clearly

shows

by

that the close inconsistent condition

F2(2, 70)=2.25, p=.l

1,

that

was

significant

1.

by

items, F2(2, 70)=2.78, p=.07. Figure

1

had more regressions than the close

consistent condition, t,(23)=2.56, p=.02, t2(35)=2.47,
p=.02. This consistency effect did not

approach significance
distance

showed

at the

intermediate distance, ti(23)=.44, p>.2, t2(35)-.57, p>.2.

a trend towards

consistent condition. This trend

more regressions

in the inconsistent

was marginal both by

participants

ti

compared

all

far

to the

(23)= 1.70, p=.10, and by

items, t2(35)=1.67, p=.10. Additionally, the close inconsistent had significantly

regressions than

The

more

the other conditions except the inconsistent far condition. Based on the

pattern of the results, the

main

effects

and interactions seem

to

be driven by the disruption

in

the close inconsistent condition.

Supplementary Analyzes

Due

to the difference

between the anaphor gaze duration

results in the current

experiment and previous research on semantically similar inconsistencies, the gaze duration
data were reexamined. Reanalysis of the gaze duration data indicated that the gaze duration

effect

was primarily driven by

four participants.

When

the anaphor gaze duration data were

collapsed across distances and an average inconsistency effect was found for each
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participant,

20ms

most

(750/0

participants had average gaze
duration difference scores

of the data

fell

mto

this range).

consistency effects over 45ms.
Therefore

much weight was

it

These four participants
is

of the data)

(I70/0

given to these participants and the effect
would not be significant

by items

in the original analysis).

However,

it

was only

from those who do not show

In order to explore

how

initial

also

who

did not.

participants

seems

that certain

EOS

Oneway ANOVAs were

who showed

processing difficulty might affect

later

processing of

by those who showed immediate processing

run comparing the average inconsistency effects of

a slowdown on gaze duration to those

(i.e., first

pass,

go

past,

region, and antecedent). See Table 5 for the

by groups. As

may be

anaphor gaze duration inconsistency effect of 15ms or greater) and those

and measures following the anaphor
region,

by

this effect.

the inconsistency, the data were divided
difficulty (average

had

if more

significant

participants experience early processing
difficulty and their pattern of results
different

all

possible that with only 24 participants that too

participants had been run in the
experiment (note that the effect
participants, not

between -15ms and

who

and

mean

did not on

total

all

regions

time on the spillover

inconsistency effects divided

the data were divided according to specific anaphor gaze duration results,

it

is

unsurprising that the anaphor gaze duration and go past times are significantly different

between these two groups,

respectively, F(l, 22)=49.44, p<.01, and F(l, 22)^8.20, p<.01;

however none of the other comparisons were
though some readers were showing

initial

significant (all Fs<2). This suggests that even

processing difficulty on the inconsistent anaphor

the disruption continued to at least the end of the sentence-just as with those

initial difficulties.
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who had no

Discussion

The questions being explored by

the present experiment addressed the
good-

enough/two stage early check-for-fit
principles on inconsistent anaphor

resolution, the effect

of distance on the detection of
inconsistencies and the time course of processing
the
inconsistency; however the results
do not afford

general finding will be summarized

would allow these questions
It is

The

to these questions.

The

followed by proposed changes to the design that

be addressed more accurately.

clear that inconsistent anaphoric references

consistent one.

replicate

to

first,

many clear answers

effects appeared in

Cook's (2005) findings

all

were processed more slowly than the

regions and on most measures. These results

that inconsistent

anaphors are more difficuU to process, and

suggest that participants were aware of the inconsistencies. The
reliable findings that
participants had trouble resolving the anaphor does not support "good
enough" processing of

the anaphor.

Even

at the further distances,

consistency effects were present.

gaze duration results replicate previous research
2004; Stewart

et al.,

2004)

that

(e.g..

Cook

The anaphor

& Myers, 2004; Rayner et al.,

found anomalous inconsistencies can show immediate

processing difficulty; however the gaze duration results are not consistent with previous work

on semantically

similar inconsistencies. Despite this discrepancy with the previous literature

on semantically

similar inconsistencies, later measures of processing did

inconsistency effects as

Although

it

is

is

"good enough" representations of the antecedent, support
immediately evident. The strongest inconsistency
a

the largest

generally found.

obvious that the inconsistent anaphors

would be predicted by

show
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for a

effects did

two stage model, but there was

in the current

study are not

two stage model

come

is

after the target

not

anaphor as

also evidence (significantly longer

gaze durations on the inconsistent
anaphor) of immediate processmg difficuhy;
however, the

supplementary analysis suggests

that this effect

even those participants who did
have

was pnmanly driven by 4

mitial processing difficulties

resolving the inconsistency in later
measures compared to those

processing

difficulties.

two stage model;

that

Based on these additional analyses, the

is,

participants,

had the same

difficulties

who showed no

results

do seem

initial

to support the

the inconsistency passed the early
check-for-fit stage, but

unable to be resolved, leading

to longer

and

was

second pass and spillover reading times. The

discrepancy between the time course of the current
study and the previous research on
semantically similar inconsistencies

2004)

may have been

distances

seemed

were not

experimental manipulation

et al.,

The

2005; Steward

effects

confounding

same

of distance and

(i.e.,

placement of the anaphor

its

at different

faster reading times regardless

later in the passages). In future studies, the

in the

et al.,

as clear.

in the results section, the

to create a

should always remain

Cook, 2005; Rayner

eliminated with a larger sample size.

interaction with consistency

As mentioned

(e.g..

of the

anaphoric sentence

location, with the antecedent sentence

moved

to create a

distance manipuladon. This should lead to more reliable test of distance. Despite this

problem, some reliable distance effects were found
All measures of the end of sentence region

were slowest

in the current study.

showed a

consistent pattern

in the close condition, faster in the intermediate

and

where times

fastest in the far.

This was

true regardless of consistency, suggesting readers merely sped up as they progressed through

the passage. Although there

was only one

reliable distance

by consistency

interaction (total

reading time on the anaphor) the pattern of results suggest the close inconsistent condition

led to

more processing

difficulty than the other distances. Table 6 lists the inconsistency
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effects

found

in the spillover,

measures, only the

EOS

in the close condition

it

seems

compared

to the other distances.

The time course of processing

Specifically, there

were seen

further

It is

seven

possible that the current

to suggest that participants noticed
the inconsistency

Two

Of these

to detect significant interactions.
If these trends are to

less frequently at the further distances
as predicted

manipulation:

regions by distance.

go past times do not show a numerically
larger inconsistency effect

experiment lacked the power
believed,

EOS, and antecedent

did not

seem

downstream and

evidence that eye tracking data

is

in the close

by

the granularity hypothesis.

to

be affected by the distance

stage processing appeared to be occurring across

was minimal processing

most

difficulty

all

be

levels

and

of distance.

on the anaphor, but large disruptions

in rereading measures.

These

results also provide further

necessary to obtain a complete picture of discourse

representations.

An additional concern with the present design is that there is no clear way to
determine

if the difficulty

processing the anaphor was due to the inconsistency or participants

experiencing a disruption due to an unheralded definite noun phrase.

It is

conceivable that

participants did not attempt to resolve "the cello" as the anaphor of "violin". Instead

participants could have had difficuhy processing "cello" because

it

was a

definite

noun

phrase without previous mention. The slowdown found in the inconsistent condition could
then be the result of an unheralded definite noun phrase rather than an inconsistency

Two potential ways this issue could be resolved
One way
would be

to

purchased

to

determine

document

at

if

are detailed below.

readers are slowing

down because of the

that readers did in fact notice the

the music store and the "cello" she
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effect.

inconsistency

mismatch between the "violin"

shows her

friend later in the passage.

An off-

line

proofreading task could accomplish

this goal. Participants

could be given passages

similar to those used in the
current study to proofread for errors.

coded

for the types of correction

made

to the target.

The passages then could be

For example, corrections could be scored

as either "missing" (indicating
a failure to notice the inconsistency/problem
with an

unheralded definite NP) "correct"
agree) or "changed"

(i.e.,

(i.e.,

a correction

the target anaphor and antecedent were changed to

was made

to the target but did not lead to

an agreement

between the anaphor and antecedent).
If participants consistently

changed the inconsistent anaphors

to

make

it

agree with

the earlier antecedent, this would suggest that
readers are attempting to resolve the target

word

as the anaphor to the item mentioned earlier;

definite article "the" to "a" this

entity, not as

would suggest

however

if

that the target

readers are changing the

word

is

being read as a new

an anaphor. Failures to notice the inconsistency are more

difficult to interpret.

It

could be that readers accepted "cello" as the anaphor of "violin" or that they accepted the use

of the definite noun phrase.
tasks could add questions

at

If many

of the inconsistencies went unnoticed, an additional

the end of the passages (e.g.,

participants could even be asked

how

What instrument

did Terry buy?) or

they resolved the target. If the inconsistency was

routinely noticed, that result alone might be sufficient to support that the

demonstrated by Cook (2005) was an anaphor inconsistency

effect;

slowdown

however a

replication

using eye tracking, normed passages and an additional condition should offer even stronger
evidence.

A replication of the current study with the addition of a neutral condition should
strengthen the claim for anaphoric resolution difficulty. The neutral condition would have an

antecedent that could refer to any of the conditions
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(e.g.,

from our

earlier

example, a neutral

antecedent would be "instrument").
This condition should not show the same
effects the as
the inconsistency conditions if
readers are noticing the inconsistencies;
that

may be

is

reading time

slower in the neutral condition
compared to the consistent because explicit anaphc
lors

are resolved

more quickly than category names

(see

Duffy

be nearly as disruptive as the inconsistent
conditions.

If,

& Rayner,

1990) but

however, readers are

notice the inconsistencies, similar reading
patterns would be expected across
least for first pass reading.

inconsistent condition

it

should not

failing to

all

conditions at

A result that the neutral condition is as disruptive as the

would be evidence

that participants

were having trouble resolving any

non-explicit anaphor, and the present results could not
be viewed as an inconsistency effect.

Before the conclusion that readers are aware of anaphoric
inconsistencies can be
supported,

observed

more experiments need

results.

to

The aforementioned

whether the effects are due

be designed

fully

to rule out other possibilities for the

studies should eliminate questions surrounding

to the inconsistency or

an unheralded definite noun phrase. They

can also address the time course of processing, and what elements are included
discourse representation.
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in the

CHAPTER 3
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Although the current experiment
produced few

some evidence

that resolution

became more

significant distance results, there

difficult (in later

was

measures of processing) as the

distance between the anaphor and
antecedent increased. However, another form
of distance
also increased with physical
distance across the passages: Story time
distance. Story time

the

amount of time

if story

this

that passes in the text.

time or distance

is

driving this effect.

experiment was to provide a baseline

effects

of temporal distance

anaphors would allow for a

(i.e.,

test

of story time

the current experiment

As mentioned

for future studies

it is

(e.g.,

of this model,

it

Rinck

& Radvansky,

one goal of

on the resolution of

& Weber, 2003).

can also offer more insight

in discourse processing: Story time effects

have been minimally studied (Zwaan

tell

on situation models. Testing the

of the event indexing model
for a test

impossible to

in the introduction,

story time) as well as physical distance

Using story time not only allows
into the effects

From

is

on

situation

models

1998), and no experiments have used

eye tracking methodology.
Story

Time

Effects in Discourse Processing

A classic demonstration of the effect of temporal information on the construction of
mental models comes from a study by Anderson, Garrod, and Sanford (1983). In
experiment, Anderson and colleagues had participants read a passage

paced reading
restaurant.

task.

These

5 -line passages represented

The temporal manipulation came

continued with one of two time

in the

4'*^

common
line.

At

(e.g.,

40 minutes
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second

in a line-by-line self-

scenarios such as eating in a

this point, the story

shifts conditions. Specifically, the

within the accepted range of the scenario

their

time

shift

was

was

either

in the restaurant scene) or outside

of it

(e.g.,

5 hours later).

The

was an anaphoric sentence

last line

reference to either the scenario
dependent character
character/characters (e.g., the "family"
that

was

(e.g.,

eating

that contained a

the waiter) or the

m the restaurant).

pronominal

main

Readmg

time on the

anaphoric sentence was recorded.
The results indicated that the anaphoric sentences
within-range time

range time

shift

in the

condition were read significantly faster
than those in the outside-

shift condition.

However,

this

was only

true for the scenario dependent character.

This suggests readers construct new scenario
models that no longer include the scenario

dependent character when the character seems
out of range

More

in the story time.

recent evidence has also been compiled in support
of temporal information

affecting the construction of mental models.

A probe recognition task performed by

Carreiras, Carriedo, Alonso, and Fernandez
(1997) indicated that a target probe

was more

accessible if the narrative described the probe as being a part of the
present situation. For

example, the probe "economist" was recognized
protagonist's current

work than when

it

Additionally, temporal shifts have been

faster

when

it

was described

was something she had done

shown

as the

in the past.

to increase the per syllable

reading time of a

sentence containing a time change compared to that of a sentence where no time change

occurred (Rinck

& Weber, 2003). Results from these types of studies suggest that any time

change encourages readers

to shift to a

(van der Meer, Beyer, Heinze,
information prior to the

Zwaan (1996)

shift

fell

situation

model instead of updating

the old one

& Badel, 2002). The shift to the new model makes recalling

more

difficult,

which

results in

slower reading/decision fimes.

also obtained results that contributed to this claim.

Zwaan (1996) performed
it

new

3 experiments demonstrating that

any time change, even

within the boundary of the current scenario caused processing difficulty (suggesting

40

if

it

IS

the time change and not
the scenario change that affects
retrieval as Anderson et

claimed). Participants were
presented with texts that contained a
scenario

opening).

On the

was prefaced by

9^^ line

of a 12-

the phrase "a

line passage, the story

moment

later",

passages were the same. Reading time for
the

"an hour
critical

was

interrupted

later",

(e.g.,

moment

later") condition

was no

there

Expenment 2B

was

the

same

first

that

or "a day later". Othenvise the

sentence

(i.e.,

the sentence with the

line before the

faster to read the target line in the close ("a

to the intermediate ("an

hour

for both the reading time data

differed from the other experiments because

spillover region

regions, the

a grand

later") condition.

difference between the intermediate and far ("a day
later") conditions.

pattern of results

The

compared

1983,

by another event

temporal marker) and a response time to
a recognition probe (a word from the
time change) were recorded. Participants were

al.,

was constructed by dividing

and the response time

it

looked

at

However,

The
data.

a spillover region.

the time interval sentence into two separate

containing the time change and the second describing the

critical

event

(i.e.,

the one that interrupted the story). Reading time on the temporal sentence replicated the
results

of the other experiments. However, a slightly different pattern emerged when looking

at critical

sentence

(i.e.,

spillover) reading time. Specifically, the difference

close and intermediate conditions

was no longer

significant

by

between the

participants (however, reading

times were significantly longer in the intermediate condition compared to the close condition

when

items were examined). This suggests that even a momentary time

shift

processing difficulties on concepts that occurred prior to the time change.
this supports the idea

The

may

cause

Zwaan posited that

of a strong iconicity assumption.

iconicity assumption

is

the idea that readers

assume

that events described in text

are presented in chronological order. Specific to the updating of a situation model, the
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iconicity assumption holds that
"the comprehender's defauh assumption

model

[i.e.,

integrated

is

each current

that

a model of the current situation]
will be attached to the most recent event
in the

model

[i.e.,

the global model]"

words, readers assume events occur

(Zwaan

& Radvansky,

in the order in

1998, p. 175). In other

which they appear

and

in the text

this

allows for a smooth integration of
temporal information into the situation model.

A strong iconicity assumption goes even further to suggest that events in adjacent
clauses are continuous in time (Zwaan,
1996).

an hour

later) readers

previous situation
situation

is less

accessible.

assumed under the strong

The

However, "a moment

explicitly stated (e.g.,

it

is

later" will not indicate a

new

merely an explicit statement of what

is

Time and

Phvsical Distance

strong iconicity assumption has also been demonstrated in studies examining the

Specifically,

1

is

iconicity assumption.

joint effect of distance and story time

(either

a time change

begin construction of a new situation, and information from the

model should be developed because

Effects of Story

When

on the

accessibility of previous information.

Rinck and Bower (2000) had participants read passages

that varied in story time

0 minutes or 2 hours passed) and length (there were either 2 or

5 intervening

sentences present in the passage). Participants also memorized the spatial layout of a building
that corresponded to the narrative.

decision time to a probe object

in the narrative?).

The

The dependent measure

(i.e.,

was

to the "ten

distance and no story time

by

was

the yes/no

the probe object along the path of the

results indicated that participants

hour" condition compared

in this task

were slower

to

respond

in the

minute" condition. There was no main effect

distance interaction though. This led Rinck and

suggest that situational variables

main character

(e.g.,

for

Bower to

story time) will focus a reader's attention to the
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"two

current situation;

however surface

variables (e.g., physical distance)
will not. This

is

why

concepts close in story time will
remain active even when separated by
several sentences.

Other researchers have also suggested
retrieval

of information. In

and Radvansky (1998)

their

that physical distance

review of the temporal aspects of the situation
model, Zwaan

stated that

.

.it is

much

not so

distance in the surface structure of the

text that determines accessibility of
information but distance

model"

1 1

(p.

7).

However,

this

does not affect the

statement

is

(i.e.,

story time) in the situation

based primarily on results from probe

recognition tasks. Whether or not they believe
these findings could be generalized to more
naturalistic reading tasks

is

resolution studies suggests

3;

O'Brien

et al,

unclear, but

it

some evidence from noun phrase anaphoric

would not (Myers

1997, Experiment

et al.,

2000; O'Brien

et al.,

1990, Experiment

1).

Addressing the Effects of Story Time and Distance
Future research using the present materials, with minor modifications, could address
this claim.

A second experiment could examine the effects of physical distance and story

time distance on the situation model by adding a time change to the design of the current
experiment. In the current experiment, story time was not held constant throughout the
passages. In most cases the close and middle conditions occurred a few minutes apart (in
story time).

However,

in the far condition, the

which a few hours have passed from

anaphor was always presented

in a context in

the antecedent sentence. Altering the passages to

control for both story time and physical distance

would allow

for a test

of the effects of story

time and physical distance. Specifically, the resolution of an anaphor would need to be

examined holding distance
close in story time

(e.g.,

A

to

be either intermediate or

few minutes

later...)
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far,

or further

with the anaphor either being

away

(e.g.,

"A few

hours later")

from

its

antecedent. In this design, the
constructionist view would be supported
by a

particular story time

noticed

(i.e.,

by consistency

interaction: Inconsistencies should

be more easily

read more slowly) in the same time
condition compared to the different time

condition regardless of the physical
distance.

By having both

a distance and story time manipulation,

it

would allow

for a test of the

constructionist view point that only situational
variables (such as time) will affect retrieval
(e.g.,

Rinck

& Bower, 2003). Additionally, the consistency variable should allow for a better

understanding of how antecedent information

example,

if the inconsistent condition is

distance,

it

where temporal

effects occur,

it.

represented in the situation model. For

slower than the consistent

suggests that the exact antecedent

physical distance have affected

is

is

at all levels

of time and

being retrieved and neither story time nor

Lastly, this design

would allow

for

an examination of

something that has not been done previously.
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Notes
'"''^^^P
"^^^ '""^^^"^
g^^^ "^^^^ P«^er to the 3-way distance
de.\^ The
t!!^!""^
design
low overlap condition would be of
interest in further testing the good enough

"n

exVnmem rdies
^ ^^"^--P ^'^'y
"^^^^^ary to remove one of the inconsistent conditions
^TnrrT
to increase the power. This
experiment will be elaborated in the Discussion.
'"'^'^

the

t

^^'"^^^^^M"
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Table

Mean

1

Fixation Measures (in milliseron
ds) on the T.rpet ^naphor

Measure

Distance

Gaze Duration

Go

Past

Total

Time

Regressions Out

Consistent (C)

Inconsistent

Close

225

227

2

Intermediate

228

249

21

Far

217

239

22

Close

262

284

22

Intermediate

277

306

29

Far

239

297

58

Close

265

274

Intermediate

286

336

50

Far

265

310

45

Close

9%

11%

2%

Intermediate

16%

18%

2%

Far

14%

19%

5%

Note. The within participants standard error (see Loftus
duration,

14ms

for

hv Condition

go

past,

18ms

for total time,

and

46

3%

& Masson,

(I-C)

(I)

^

9

1994) was

for regressions out.

R.T.

7ms

for

gaze

Table 2

Mean

Fixation Measures (in millisernn
ds-l on the Snillov.r Region hv Conditinn

Measure

Gaze Duration

Go

Past

Total

Time

Distance

Consistent (C)

Inconsistent

Close

309

318

Intermediate

305

Far

298

Close

358

InteiTnediate

361

Far

351

Close

364

Intermediate

355

18ms

for

11

395

37

388

27

383

32

457

93

416

61

389

8%

9%

Intermediate

6%

10%

Far

17%

13%

past,

9

309

Close

go

R.T.

12

Note. The within participants standard error (see Loftus
duration,

(I-C)

317

Far

Regressions Out

(I)

30ms

for total time,

and

47

3%

& Masson,

0

1%

4%
-4%
1994) was 12ms for gaze

for regressions out.

Table 3

Mean Fixation Measures
Measure

Gaze Duration

Go

Past

Total

Time

Regress. Out

(\n nnilHce conds-|

on the F.OS Region hv Cnnditinn

Distance

Consistent (C)

Inconsistent

Close

1305

1362

Intermediate

1019

Far

813

Close

1626

1769

Intermediate

1363

1472

Far

1004

Close

1660

1928

Intermediate

1385

1547

Far

1094

Close

10%

20%

Intermediate

14%

14%

0%

Far

17%

17%

0%

70ms

for

go

past,

81ms

(I

- C) R.T.

57

1182
163

871

58
143

109

1153

149

268
162

1175

Note. The within participants standard error (see Loftus
duration,

(I)

for total time,

and

48

& Masson,

81

10%

1994) was

3% for regressions out.

68ms

for gaze

Table 4
Fixation Measures (in mi1]i.ernn
d s-| on the Anter.edent bv Condition

Measure

Gaze Duration

Second Pass

Total

Time

Distance

Consistent (C)

Inconsistent

Close

250

253

Intermediate

267

Far

264

Close

23

Intermediate

37

Far

37

Close

251

Intermediate

301

(I

- C) R.T.

3

262
257
91

-7

24

75

38

368
335
ij

-5

68

61

Far

Regress. In

(I)

/

117

34
59

Close

8%

21%

Intermediate

15%

19%

4%

Far

12%

18%

6%

Note. The within participants standard error (see Loftus

second pass, 24ms for

total time,

and

3%

& Masson,

for regressions in.

49

13%

1994) was

1

1ms

for

Table 5

Participants

Showing Gave

Measure

D uration

Tnrnns^istencv Effects

SS w/

SS w/o

inconsistency

inconsistency

effects

effects

(SSwVfSSw/o^

Anaphor Gaze
Anaphor Go Past
Anaphor Total Time

37

-8

45

45

2

43

21

40

-19

Spillover

1

Pass

9

13

-4

Spillover

Go

Past

5

42

-37

27

24

3

185

15

170

127

174

-47

127

115

12

52

36

16

71

70

1

Spillover Total

Time

EOS I'^Pass
EOS Go Past
EOS Total Time
Antecedent

2"^"

Pass

Antecedent Total Time

50

Table 6

M^an lnconsi^CY Rffect. Found

Spillover Spillover

Go

Past

(GP)
Close 37ms

Total

in Ih. Snillover

EOS

Time GP

F.ns .nH An. ^ eedent Repinn. hv

EOS
TT

Antecedent Antecedent Antecedent
2"' Pass
TT
Regressions

(TT)

Into

93ms

143ms

268ms

68ms

117ms

13%

27ms

61ms

109ms

162ms

24ms

34ms

4%

32ms

0ms

149ms

81ms

38ms

59ms

6%

Diff.
Inter.

Diff.

Far
Diff.

51

Figure

1

Distance
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APPENDIX

SAMPLE SET OF INCONSISTENT PARAGRAPHS
Violin

is

the antecedent and cello

is

the anaphor.

The

consistent conditions are the

same

as

the inconsistent, but with both cello as
both the antecedent and anaphor.

Terry was out shopping when she passed a
classical music store. The store had
beautrful vxolxn .n the window. Terry recognized
the cello from tZ musiJ shop at
once because her father had played in the city's
philharmonic orchestra and ?errv
had grown up around quite a few classical
musicians. She had even played'he oboe
when she was younger. After talking to the salesman
for a few minutes! Terry decided
It was time to leave and go home. When she
arrived back at her house, Terry found a
message on her answering machine from her friend Jill.
Terry decided to invite JiU
over for cake and coffee. When Jill came over and
they had been chatting for almost
an hour, Jill asked Terry what was new with her. Terry
told her about the visit to
the music shop. They decided to go back to the store
tomorrow.
Did Terry go to a music shop?

Terry was out shopping when she passed a classical music store.
The store had a
beautiful violin in the window. Terry recognized the quality of the
store because
her father had played in the city's philharmonic orchestra and
Terry had grown up
around classical instruments. She had even played the oboe when she
was younger.
After talking to the salesman, Terry decided to buy the cello from the
music shop
that day because she really wanted it. When she arrived back at her house,
Terry
found a message on her answering machine from her friend Jill. Terry decided
to
invite Jill over for cake and coffee. When Jill came over and they had been chatting
for almost an hour, Jill asked Terry what was new with her. Terry told her about
the
visit to the music shop. They decided to go back to the store tomorrow.
Did Terry go to a music shop?

Terry was out shopping when she passed a classical music store. The store had a
beautiful violin in the window. Terry recognized the quality of the store because
her father had played in the city's philharmonic orchestra and Terry had grown up
around classical instruments. She had even played the oboe when she was younger.
After talking to the salesman for a few minutes, Terry decided it was time to leave
and go home. When she arrived back at her house, Terry found a message on her
answering machine from her friend Jill. Terry decided to invite Jill over for cake
and coffee. When Jill came over and they had been chatting for almost an hour, Jill
asked Terry what was new with her. Terry excitedly told her friend all about the
cello from the music shop. They decided to go back to the store tomorrow.
Did Terry go to

a

music shop?
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